
 

 

 
 

Knowledge Lab becomes Avaloq Implementation Partner for 
optimal and innovative system integrations 
  

Zurich, April 5th, 2023 – Knowledge Lab, a leading provider of consulting and implementation 
services in digital transformation, announces its deepened partnership with Avaloq. 
Customers now benefit from more efficient delivery of innovative solutions and improved 
integration into their systems.  

«We are very pleased to have been appointed as Avaloq's implementation partner,» says Peter 
Häusermann, CEO of Knowledge Lab. «This upgrade confirms the commitment and expertise of our 
team in delivering high-quality, seamless, and innovative solutions to our customers. With the 
deepened partnership, we can better support our customers in achieving their business goals more 
effectively and promoting their growth.» 

Thanks to its many years of experience in the banking sector and expertise in implementing Avaloq 
platforms, Knowledge Lab can offer even better solutions to its customers. «As a long-standing 
customer of Knowledge Lab, we welcome the appointment as Avaloq's implementation partner, » 
says Michael Weiland, authorized signatory & head of IT at V-Bank AG. «The partnership between 
Knowledge Lab and Avaloq promises to be a significant enrichment for us, combining the best of 
both worlds: sound expertise and a leading platform.» 
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The partnership offers Knowledge Lab's customers a variety of benefits, such as extended 
competencies in Avaloq implementation, increased innovation speed through its own infrastructure 
for innovation, and qualified 24/7 support services. With this collaboration, we drive digitalization in 
the banking sector and offer innovative and seamless solutions. 
 
 
About Knowledge Lab 
Knowledge Lab AG is a leading provider of innovative solutions for the financial industry, focusing on 
digital transformation and customer interaction. The company has a team of experts in financial 
technology, user experience, and design and helps its customers master the complexity of digital 
transformation and create exceptional customer experiences. 
Founded in 2016 and based in Zurich and Belgrade, the company serves customers in Switzerland 
and Europe. An interdisciplinary team of over 60 employees works together with its customers to 
develop solutions at the forefront of banking transformation and explores innovative approaches in 
its own laboratory. 
More information at: www.k-lab.ch   
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